The Guernsey breed is a beautiful canvas that is still being painted on by the artists. These dairy goats are a masterpiece in the making.

Jon Kain

Guernsey goats are sweet natured, mild tempered, hardy, and put milk in the bucket. They are perfect for first time goat owners or fit right into an existing herd without the drama of being the “new kid”. What’s not to love?

Jessica Bell

What’s not to like about Guernsey goats? They are beautiful, hardy, well tempered, easy to work with, give great milk and are east kidders!

Gloria Whitmoyer Andrews

... that’s what breeders in England were big on. These are easy keepers! These animals developed on an island.. they had to become very hardy with feed intake. You’re talking about one of the most beautiful breeds you’ll ever see, inside and out.

Joan Stump from Stump Hollow. Quote from episode 60 of Ringside: An American Dairy Goat Podcast

“The Guernsey breed is a beautiful canvas that is still being painted on by the artists. These dairy goats are a masterpiece in the making.” Jon Kain